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2 NOAA/NWS/Warning Decision Training Branch, Norman, OK1. IntroductionThe dual-polarization signatures of hail have been well-studied since the 1970s (Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001)).In particular, this study will focus on the dual-polarizationsignatures in giant hail (de�ned here as hail with equivolumediameter > 4 cm). Before diving into the observations, we'llpresent a short review on the polarimetric variables and thephysical and polarimetric characteristics of hail.a. Polarimetric VariablesCurrently, the Weather Surveillance Radar - 1988 Doppler(WSR-88D) network provides the following base moments:re�ectivity (Z), radial velocity (V) and spectrum width (σvv).With a dual-polarization Doppler radar, these base momentswill also be produced along with the following variables: dif-ferential re�ectivity (ZDR), di�erential phase shift (ΦDP),and cross-correlation coe�cient (ρHV). One thing to notewith ρHV is that in the operational community it will beknown as CC. Since this paper is geared more for opera-tional meteorologists, we will use CC. Di�erential re�ectivityis a good indicator of the re�ectivity-weighted median drop-size diameter (Herzegh and Jameson (1992)). The ΦDPis de�ned as the di�erence in the attenuation rates of thehorizontal and vertical pulses. However, a more meteoro-logically useful quantity is the range derivative of the ΦDPwhich is called the speci�c di�erential phase (KDP). TheKDP is a good indicator of the liquid water content and rainrate (Sachidananda and Zrnic (1986)). Another note, oper-ational meteorologists will not be able to view ΦDP in theirdisplay software called the Advanced Weather InteractiveProcessing System (AWIPS). Finally, the CC is a measureof how similarly the horizontal and vertical pulses behavefrom pulse-to-pulse within a resolution volume. It is bestat discriminating between meteorological (CC > 0.9) andnon-meteorological echoes (CC < 0.85). For more informa-
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tion on the polarimetric variables, refer to Doviak and Zrnic(1993) and Straka et al. (2000).b. Physical Characteristics of Giant HailThe physical characteristics which are important in dual-polarization signatures are shape, particle density and fallorientation.The shape of giant hail can be quite complex. Bringi andChandrasekar (2001) noted that the most common shape oflarge hail is an oblate spheroid. List (1986) also supportedthis idea of giant hail being an oblate spheroid, but alsomentioned that giant hail can be irregularly shaped withsmall or large protuberances. An extensive study by Knight(1986) showed that the most common axis ratio for gianthail that can be modeled as oblate was approximately 0.6 to0.8. The axis ratio is de�ned as the ratio between the minoraxis and the major axis.Lesins and List (1986) reported in their observations thatgiant hail tends to be dry. However, as the hail fell belowthe melting level, the hail began to melt and that melt watereither remained on, or shed o� the hailstone. Modelingresults by Rasmussen et al. (1984) showed that hail largerthan 9 mm in diameter shed the water that develops on themelting hail, while hail smaller than 9 mm will retain themeltwater and develop a water torus.The last characteristic, fall orientation, is the least well-understood of all the physical characteristics. Knight andKnight (1970) and Steinhorn and Zrnic (1988) suspectedthat giant hail, on occasion, falls with its major axis in thevertical. However, modeling results by Zrnic et al. (1993)showed that hail with D > 4 cm falls with its major axis inthe horizontal. Finally, other studies showed that giant hailtends to tumble (i.e. Knight and Knight (1970) and Lesinsand List (1986))c. Polarimetric Characteristics of Giant HailBeginning with re�ectivity (Z), Mason (1971) noted that alower threshold for hail is typically 55 dBZ. Since Z is de-pendent upon the sixth power of the diameter of the target,1



it follows that giant hail should have Z > 55 dBZ. And,according to Straka et al. (2000), giant hail should have re-�ectivity between 60 and 80 dBZ unless it is dry in whichcase re�ectivity could be as low as 45 dBZ.Di�erential re�ectivity in giant hail is not as simple tounderstand as re�ectivity. Knight and Knight (1970) andSteinhorn and Zrnic (1988) both suspected that giant hailfell with its major axis in the vertical which helped them ex-plain the resulting negative ZDRvalues. However, a modelingstudy by Zrnic et al. (1993) showed that giant hail tends tofall horizontally-oriented yet still have negative ZDR. Thisapparent discrepancy of ZDR in giant hail is caused by Miescattering e�ects (Aydin and Zhao (1990); Longtin et al.(1987); Melnikov et al. (2010)). A more recent study byKumjian et al. (2010) has further complemented these thisapparent discrepancy in ZDR by looking at the e�ects onZDR due to melting. Their results showed that dry hail-stones have a peak in positive ZDR followed by a switch insign of ZDR near an equivolume diameter of 4.5 to 5.5 cm.If the hailstone has begun to melt, these e�ects are ampli-�ed due to its increased dielectric constant and occurs atdiameters near 3 to 4 cm.While most studies have focused on the ZDR values ofhail, a paper by Balakrishnan and Zrnic (1990) describedthe e�ects of hail size, distribution, canting angle, etc. onthe correlation coe�cient. Their results showed that CCtends to decrease as the hail size increases, protuberances-to-diameter ratio increases, hail size distribution increases,hail becomes wet/spongy, and hail mixes with other hydrom-eteors. The primary e�ect to note here is wet versus dry hail.Balakrishnan and Zrnic (1990) showed that if hail is dry,there is little e�ect on CC as hail size increases. However,there is a substantial decrease in CC when the diameter ofhail is around 5 cm for wet/spongy hail. An operational as-sessment of polarimetric data was conducted during JPOLEwhich showed that in a severe storm that produced greaterthan 13 cm hail, the CC in that storm dropped to as low as0.7 (Scharfenberg et al. (2005))2. Data & AnalysisThe day of 10 May 2010 was ideal for hail-producing, tor-nadic supercell thunderstorms. The environment was char-acterized by high shear and high CAPE (Van Den Broekeet al. (2010)). The location of the Moore hailstorm wassuch that it passed within 25 km to the north of the KOUNpolarimetric radar located in Norman, OK. The close prox-imity of the storm to KOUN and the storm reports receivedon this day form the basis for this paper. The KOUN radarand the source for storm reports will be described below.

a. KOUNThe KOUN radar on 10 May 2010 was a test WSR-88Dradar that had been upgraded to dual-polarization capabili-ties. However, since it was in a testing mode on this day, thedata quality was not guaranteed to be of the same caliber asan operational WSR-88D. In fact, the radar was turned onjust minutes before the event began and ZDR was not cali-brated. The result of this calibration yielded a ZDR productthat appeared to be too low. One of the authors visuallyinspected the data in areas of suspected dry snow whichshould have a ZDR near 0.2 dB (Doviak and Zrnic (1993);Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001)), and noted that the ZDRwas indeed too low. Therefore, the data were correctedfor this miscalibration by adding a 0.35 dB correction to allbins. The other dual-polarization variables (CC and KDP)appeared to be well calibrated.In addition to the miscalibration adjustment, the data inthis study were Level 2 data sent from the radar data acquisi-tion (RDA) unit to the radar product generator (RPG) whereit was processed for viewing in AWIPS. ZDR was �rst reducedfrom super-resolution down to a resolution of 0.25km x 1deg. It was then smoothed using a �ve-gate spatial average�lter and then was also corrected for attenuation and systemcalibration to create the processed ZDR seen in AWIPS. CCwas also reduced in resolution from super-resolution downto 0.25km x 1 deg. Lastly, re�ectivity was unaltered fromthe RDA as it is seen in AWIPS. Since KDP is not computedfor CC below 0.9 and the majority of this analysis will belooking at regions of CC < 0.9, KDP will not be discussedeven though it will be shown in the �gures.b. Storm ReportsThe storm reports were taken directly from the Na-tional Weather Service's (NWS) veri�cation website(https://veri�cation.nws.noaa.gov/). Despite the stormpassing over a populated metropolitan area, there were alack of hail reports. Some reasons for this might be becausethese storms were tornadic and people were taking shelter,and because the hail was so large that people were not will-ing to risk getting hurt in order to make measurements andsend in reports. Also, some of the reports appear to have anerror in the reported time. Therefore, the authors have ad-justed some reports for this error in time based on subjectiveradar analysis.3. ObservationsThe Moore, OK storm developed in far SW Caddo Countyin Oklahoma around 2100 UTC. It began as the far south-ern storm of a small, multicell cluster. At 2135 UTC, thefar southern storm appeared to merge with the storm to itsnorth and become the dominant storm. Approximately 102



minutes later, new development on the southern side of thismerger appeared. This new development rapidly mergedwith the dominant storm around 2150 UTC and enteredinto the Oklahoma City metro area. The storms prior to2150 UTC had a history of producing severe-sized hail, andhad well-pronounced mesocyclones. The storm that pro-gressed across the Oklahoma City metro area produced upto softball-sized hail and an EF-4 tornado.This study will take a look at the time period between2151 UTC and 2245 UTC noting the dual-polarization vari-able �elds as the storm evolved and produced softball-sizedhail that was reported. Discussion of the dual-polarizationvariables will be limited only to the 0.5 degree elevation an-gle. Future work will focus on a more volumetric analysis.As Kumjian et al. (2010) noted, melting hail can have ex-treme e�ects on the polarimetric signatures. Therefore, itis important to know the melting level when analyzing dual-polarization variables, thus the melting level on this day was4.2 km. This was determined from a special sounding takenfrom Norman, OK at 2100 UTC. There will be no discussionon the EF-4 tornado in this paper. For more detail on thetornadoes of this day, refer to Lemon et al. (2010).a. 2151 UTCAt this time, the storm of interest is outlined by a white linein Figure 1. Re�ectivity values are mostly near 40-50 dBZ,but a re�ectivity gradient is developing on the southern �ank.ZDR values are all above 2 dB indicating large rain drops.However, one feature to note is the ZDR arc (Kumjian andRyzhkov (2008)). This signature indicates that the storm isencountering some enhanced low-level storm-relative helicityand might become supercellular soon. Lastly, CC are allabove 0.97 for this storm.No indication of giant hail in the low levels appears at thistime in re�ectivity. The dual-polarization variables also giveus no indication of giant hail. The high Z associated withhigh ZDR and high CC all indicate that in the low levels, onlyrain is reaching the surface at this time.b. 2159 UTCThe storm of interest has intensi�ed from 2151 UTC. There�ectivity �eld has a larger area of greater than 50 dBZ.The main feature to note though is the change in the CC atthe low levels. Whereas at 2151 UTC, the CC values wereall greater than 0.97, at this time CC values at the low-levelshave dropped signi�cantly (near or below 0.9). This area ofreduced CC is enclosed by a white line in Figure 2. Thissubstantial reduction in CC is associated with a reduction inZDR and appears along the re�ectivity gradient on the in�owside of the storm.To avoid any possible reduction in CC due to low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), only regions of Z > 20 dBZ were ex-amined. In this region of good signal, there is no reason

Figure 1: Re�ectivity (Z; top left), Di�erential Re�ectivity(ZDR; top right), Cross-Correlation Coe�cient (CC; bottomright), and Speci�c Di�erential Phase (KDP; bottom left)for the time period 2151 UTC on 10 May 2010. The thickwhite bounded line represents the area of interest.to suspect non-meteorological contamination which wouldlower the CC, so the low CC in good signal is assumed to bemeteorological. The only meteorological situations in whichCC drops this low is the melting of snow/graupel and gi-ant, wet/spongy hail. Since we are examining the low-levels(< 0.5 km AGL) and the height of the melting layer is atapproximately 4 km, we can safely assume melting snow isnot causing this signature. Therefore, giant hail appears tobe the culprit in this signature. Giant hail also makes sensebecause this signature is occurring along the re�ectivity gra-dient near the in�ow notch which is very near the updraftfor the storm.c. 2216 UTCThe Moore, OK storm has now merged with the northernstorm and has taken on classic supercellular characteristicsnoted in Lemon and Doswell (1979). Like the previous anal-ysis time, we have marked two regions of reduced CC withwhite lines in Figure 3. The CC in these regions has droppedeven lower than at 2159 UTC with values becoming as lowas 0.7! ZDR in these regions has also further decreased,becoming negative in some areas. Re�ectivity has not in-creased much, with only a few pixels near or above 60 dBZ.Most of the area remains in the 45-55 dBZ range.There were hail reports with this analysis time which wasalso the only time period where hail reports were receivedfor this storm. All the hail reports resided along and withinthe eastern white bounded region noted in Figure 3. Thedecreased (and negative) ZDR associated with the loweredCC are the main features to note with the observed gianthail. This is most likely caused by resonance e�ects noted3



Figure 2: Same as Figure 1, but for 2159 UTC.in past and recent modeling studies (Balakrishnan and Zrnic(1990); Kumjian et al. (2010); Melnikov et al. (2010)). Ap-plying the signatures associated with the hail reports seenhere, it can be hypothesized that giant hail is occurring inthe western white bounded region noted in Figure 3.d. 2229 UTCAt this time, a debris ball, or tornadic debris signature(TDS), can be noted as shown in Figure 4. This is aboutthe time the EF-4 tornado was developing and starting causeextensive damage. Looking out into the forward �ank of thestorm, there is still a broad region of lower CC (~ 0.9) notedby the bounded white line (Figure 4). However, the magni-tudes of CC are no longer as low as 0.7. Additionally, ZDRhas begun to �ll back in with higher values (~ 2-3 dB), butsome lower (and negative) values still exist along the edgeof the storm. Re�ectivity values are still in the 45-55 dBZrange with a few 60 dBZ pixels as has been noted for thepast few analysis times. It is possible that giant hail is stilloccurring in this region, but lack of reports makes it di�cultto con�rm.e. 2245 UTCThe Moore, OK storm at this time is beginning to merge(or be cuto�) with the storm to its south. The primaryfeature to note here is that there is no longer a broad regionof reduced CC (< 0.97) as noted in Figure 5. Also, ZDRhas �lled back in with values no less than 2 dB. However,re�ectivity values are still in the 45-55 dBZ range, thoughno pixels of 60 dBZ exist anymore. It is possible some smallhail is occurring in this region but the threat of giant hailappears to have diminished based on the dual-polarizationsignatures.

Figure 3: Same as Figure 1, but at 2216 UTC. Gray dotsrepresent storm reports (sizes are noted in Z image; topleft). NOTE: There are two bounded white lines for thistime period.

Figure 4: Same as Figure 1, but for 2229 UTC. Note thetornadic debris signature (TDS) at this time frame labeledas so in �gure.
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 1, but for 2245 UTC.4. Discussion & ConclusionsThe previous section has presented the evolution of the re-�ectivity (Z), di�erential re�ectivity (ZDR) and correlationcoe�cient (CC) �elds during the Moore, OK supercell thatproduced up to softball-sized hail. The primary features tonote were that during this evolution re�ectivity remainedfairly constant (45-55 dBZ) but the dual-polarization vari-ables appeared to evolve with the reports of the largest hail.Prior to the storm having reports of hail, ZDR values weregenerally greater than 2 dB and CC were greater than 0.97.During the reports of softball-sized hail, ZDR had becomenoisier and exhibited some negative values while CC becameas low as 0.7. At the end of the evolution, the CC be-came generally greater than 0.97 and ZDR rebounded backto greater than 2 dB.The transition in ZDR to being noisy with some nega-tive values and the reduction of CC to as low as 0.7 duringthe time of the largest hail reported agrees well with pre-vious modeling and observational studies by Balakrishnanand Zrnic (1990); Kumjian et al. (2010) and Melnikov et al.(2010). As hail becomes giant (D > 4 cm), resonance ef-fects in the horizontal and vertical channels cause ZDR tooscillate. These resonance e�ects are exacerbated when thehail becomes partially melted and becomes either wet orspongy. It is believed in this case that the hailstones werein a resonance regime due to the noisiness in ZDR. As tothe wetness or sponginess, it is believed that the hail waswet due to melting because Balakrishnan and Zrnic (1990)state that CC will not drop signi�cantly for large hail if itis dry, but will drop signi�cantly when large hail becomeswet/spongy. Another explanation for the lower CC could behail mixed with rain, but personal communication with someeyewitnesses revealed that there was little, if any, rain mixedwith the giant hail. As for the relatively constant Z, it isbelieved that the low concentration of giant hail with lack
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